
Best Practices for 
Supervisors

A Self-guided Flip Deck with 

Additional Resources

Time to complete: 10 Minutes



Hold Regular Team Meetings

Meetings held weekly or every other week that are productive 

and focused on creating team dialogue, building positive team 

culture, and moving work forward.

• Have a process for how the meeting should go so that it 

begins and ends on time.

• Use an agenda and consider involving the team in designing 

the agenda as well as contributing to it.

• Begin with a check in. If the team is large (over five or six) 

consider using react emojis in chat to see how people are 

doing, by using the thumbs-up or thumbs-down or clapping 

hands reactions. Otherwise take a minute or two per person 

to see how they are doing. (Make sure to use the whole 

group view in Zoom so people don’t feel so singled out).

• If the team is able to make some decisions together, 

consider coming up with your decision-making process as a 

team. Then, immediately find a way to put the process to use 

so that it gets reinforced. 

• Consider devising some rules for team meetings together 

(Should people be able to turn off video? Keep themselves 

muted? Have side conversations going through chat or other 

means? Can people opt-out of the meeting?).

• Team meetings can also be a place to do some short 

activities for team building, recognizing great work, and 

giving the team kudos from customers. 

• Some people who don’t like meetings or feel that meetings 

don’t add value may need help understanding how team 

meetings help make for a more cohesive team. 

• For additional team understanding, click here for a team 

guide. 

https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:0f50d46d-2de2-41cd-95f8-a1d44b5f1b03


Hold One-on-Ones

Meetings that are regularly scheduled 

with your employee that go beyond 

simply coordinating work. 

• Builds and maintains trust.

• Usually weekly or bi-weekly.

• Gives the employee space to talk 

about what they need, and what is 

exciting or inspiring to them.

• Gives the manager opportunities to 

help the employee develop.

• Create a form for yourself to take 

notes. Sections should include “Their 

items” “My Items” “Follow-up” 

“Development Check-In.” Refer to 

these documents when it’s time for 

their annual review to help remind 

you their projects, growth and work 

effort.

For more information click here.

https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:d639b060-fbad-4455-b3eb-d43c641d60c2


Provide Regular 

Feedback

Builds greater trust and develops 

your employee at the same time

• Positive and Corrective 
feedback is best provided on a 

daily or weekly basis.

• If this is a new practice for you 
or your employee is new, focus 
mainly on positive feedback.

• Deliver feedback in private.

• Consider a phrase like “when 
you are ready, let me know and 
I will share some feedback with 
you” or “can I give you some 
feedback?” Use this for both 
Positive and Corrective 
feedback.

• Focus on concrete behaviors.

• Deliver it in a timely manner—
within a week of behavior.

• Use their development goals as 

a guide to keep people 
motivated and growing.

For more information on trust 

click here.

https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:d97670b3-030d-4e76-b8c0-6872f3bbb581


Set annual professional and 

personal development goals

Just as if you and your employee were 

constructing a building you would have a 

plan, thinking about what skills the person 

will need to grow in the next year, and in 

what areas the employee wants to grow, 

are equally as important to plan out 

together. 

• Set monthly and quarterly goals with 

small action steps that are geared 

towards how the person likes to learn.

• The goals should be SMART and 

challenging.

• Check in on their progress at your one-

on-one. 

• Presentation skills, networking skills, 

data visualization skills, and project and 

program management skills are some 

areas that most administrative  

employees need, but remember to 

include growth areas that your 

employee wants as well. 

• For more information on SMART goals, 

click here. 

https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:74f3fef8-7ca6-437f-ac7a-261b1f7a1bd0


Tailor your approach to 

each employee

Think about the unique style of 

each employee when it comes to 

setting expectations, developing 

them, providing feedback, and 

giving direction. 

• What priorities intrinsically drive 

your employees? Read about the 

different work styles here using 

the DiSC assessment tool. 

https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:aba452ad-c163-45e6-807f-e81a2d07b298


This Rubric is 

adapted from 

CWRU’s 

Performance 

Review 

Document for 

Managers and 

Supervisors, and 

provides an 

understanding of 

the expectations 

for being a 

supervisor here 

at CWRU.


